shear-viscosity as a function of shear rate for several Ficoll solutions. We find nearly constant viscosity behavior even for a very high Ficoll concentration (40%) solution, indicating that shear-thinning behavior is negligible. shear viscosity of η body ≈ 6.5 mPa·s. On the other hand, the shear rate experienced by the flagellum can be estimated by the flagellar beating frequencyγ flag ≈ 50s −1 and consequently the shear viscosity experience by the flagella is η flag ≈ 5mPa·s, for the most shear thinning case. The viscosity used to report our kinematic data is taken to be the shear viscosity at the mean of the two shear rate. The deviation from this mean estimate is 13% at the most concentrated fluid. 
B. Fluid relaxation times
Fluid relaxation times λ are obtained by fitting the stress relaxation data with the generalized linear viscoelastic model of a single relaxation time of the type
is the fluid shear modulus and λ is the fluid relaxation time. Figure 3 (a) shows sample curves of stress relaxation data. The relaxation times of PAA fluids are given in Table   1 . Due to the limits in instrument sensitivity and accuracy, the fluid relaxation time for lowest concentration case (5 ppm) is obtained by extrapolating the experimental data. We also measured the values of λ using a newly-developed microfluidic rheometer 1 capable of measuring fluid relaxations down to 10 ms. Figure 3 (b) shows a comparison between the values of λ obtained using the RF3 and the microfluidic rheometers. The values are quite similar, and that give us confidence in our measurements of λ.
II. TRACKING AND IMAGE ANALYSIS
A. Swimming (signed) Speed both flagella beat symmetrically and at the same frequency, results in a single distinct peak of around 60 Hz for this particular alga. We also observe "wobbles" (dashed blue curve) where the two flagella are out-of-sync and beat irregularly, illustrated by a second peak at higher frequency ∼ 70 Hz. A third swimming mode was seen -we term this the wave -where the alga send synchronous traveling waves down each flagellum (dashed red curve). In this mode, the peak power spectrum of the body speed is much weaker and occurs at very high frequency ∼ 95 Hz. Snapshots of the different beating modes are denoted in the panels on the right (Videos are provided as online supplementary materials -see SI-Videos).
of the magnitude of the displacement vector over the time step. The sign of the instantaneous speed, denoting forward (+) or backward (-) motion, is determined by inspecting the angle between the displacement vector and the cell body orientation vector, which is from cell centroid to the cell head. The power stroke mean speed and recovery stroke mean speed can obtained by averaging the signed speed in the respective stroke over multiple cycles.
The net speed is then the averaged over both power and recovery strokes.
Care was taken to ensure that the algae being tracked are swimming with the "regular" stroke pattern wherein the two flagella are both actively beating with matching frequency.
Experimentally, such regular stroke patterns are evidenced in a clear singular peak in the frequency spectrum of the instantaneous speed cf. Figure 4(b) . In contrast, wobbling cells, whose two flagella beat with different frequency, have a second peak at a higher frequency.
Finally, cells whose flagella propagate synchronous traveling waves and dead cells have peaks at unusually high frequency and energy spectra that are more spread-out. Videos of these swimming modes are in online supplementary materials. For each rheologically distinct fluid, 10-20 sample individuals are obtained whose speed spectrums satisfy our requirement.
B. Flagellar Beating Contours
Material points along the arc-length of each flagella over many complete beating cycles are Since there can still be some variability due to individual differences, we checked that flagella contours obtained were indeed representative of a population. The data in Figure   5 that variations between specimens are not strong compared to the mean. Note that time is an intrinsic parameter and the overlap between clouds is only apparent and not real.
Finally, the comparison of the flagellar waveform and curvature kymographs between the Newtonian and the viscoelastic case at µ ≈ 2.6mPa·s, De=2.4 is shown in Figure 7 , as supplement to the analogous comparison made at µ ≈ 6mPa·s in Figure 1 of the main text.
III. BEAT FREQUENCY
The flagella, at a coarse grained level, constitute an active Euler beam of high slenderness ratio (i.e, filament) driven internally by the sliding of molecular motors. Current theories suggest that constitutes an emergent self-organized beating micro-machine. Theoretical models for the onset of ciliary/flagellar beating and the frequency of emergent oscillations models 2,3 suggest that the frequency is selected based on a linear stability constraint -this frequency changes well into the non-linear regime that corresponds to the oscillations we seen in the experiment. The beating amplitude and its saturation is purely dictated by non-linearities, both geometric as well as kinetic.
In the following, we adapt these models to obtain a simple relationship between the beating frequency and the external fluid viscosity. While these simple models assume a base state that is straight and do not include the possibility of different power and recovery strokes the physical picture relating the internal driving activity to observed oscillation frequency is the same and thus we expect to at least get qualitative information.
A cilium or a flagellum beating in a liquid of viscosity µ is modeled as two slender fil- Solutions are possible only for special value of ω -these thus constitute eigenvalues at which oscillatory solutions arise. We choose a simple expression for χ(ω) from Camalet and Julicher 2 that involves an kinetic rate (ATP cycling rate) α ATP and simplify it for the case at hand. The most unstable mode is associated with oscillations that emerge with frequency ω ∼ B pas µ 4 α ATP 1 + 4k N 2 a 2 πB pas thus yielding the scaling ω ∼ 1/ √ µ. It is intriguing to see that our experiments -c.f Figure   2 (a) in the main text -seem to be consistent with this prediction.
We would like to point out that the presence of the nexin links results in an effectively larger bending modulus due to shear stiffening -that is we can identify an effective bending stiffness (passive) B eff ∼ B pas (1 + 4k N 2 a 2 /πB pas ) 2 due to the shear stiffening of the springs.
Finally we also note that this expression assumes that there is no passive viscosity inside the flagella. In reality the filaments are affected by external (µ) and internal (µ int ) viscosities and so a rough argument would suggest replacing µ by an effective viscosity µ eff ∼ µ + µ int .
When µ µ int , we find ω ∼ 1/ √ µ while when µ µ int , we expect ω ∼ 1/ √ µ int -a constant dependent on the internal dissipative friction. This is consistent with our observed frequencies as for low viscosities the frequency seems to tend to a constant.
SI: MOVIE CAPTIONS

SIRegular
Video showing regular beating in an alga -this is the swimming gait used in the analysis. The two flagella beat synchronously (with mirror symmetry about the centerline) using clear power and recovery strokes. During the power stroke, the cell body moves forward; during the recovery stroke it move backward. The power and frequency spectra show a clear peak.
SIWobble
Video showing wobble in an alga. The two flagella beat using the regular gait -except that every now and then, the trajectory is punctuated by a wobble where one flagellum goes out of synchrony with the other. These wobbles are analogous to tumbles in prokaryotic bacteria and may correspond to turning events.
SIWave
Video showing wave like beating in an alga. The two flagella beat in the same direction (no mirror symmetry about the centerline) by propagating bending waves along the flagellum. While this does lead to locomotion, the speeds we observe are not highbesides, this is not the usual swimming gait used. 
